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This paper considers a 1D in-line analytical model for centrifugal compressors
with variable inlet guide vanes. A theoretical 1D model is developed to predict
the effect of varying the inlet guide vane angle at different rotational speeds. An
iterative algorithm is presented, which provides a fast and efficient method for
evaluating the performance of the compressor under different operating condi-
tions. The results from the analytical 1D model are presented and compared to
full 3D CFD (computational fluid dynamics) simulations. The simulations vali-
date the assumptions used in the 1D model and show good agreement between
the two approaches over a range of vane angles. Qualitatively, both demonstrate
the same trends as the vane angle and rotational velocities are varied. Quantita-
tively, the pressure ratio was found to agree within 8% and the temperature gain
to within 15%. The 1D model was then modified to introduce a 5% loss in the dif-
fuser and this was found to improve the 1D model predictions, with the pressure
within 2% of the CFD value.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Centrifugal compressors and pumps are widely used in a range of industrial applications such as refrigeration and air con-
ditioning, turbo-machinery, power generation, and turbochargers. While a compressor can be designed with a particular
operating condition in mind, it is often necessary to run the compressor over a wide flow range. Thus, off-design perfor-
mance and efficiency are often an important consideration. The mass flow rate, and consequently the pressure change
across the compressor, can be controlled by adjusting the rotational velocity of the impellers; however, this may not be
efficient, particularly if frequent adjustments are required. An alternative approach is the application of Inlet Guide Vanes
(IGVs). A positive vane angle produces preswirl in the direction of impeller rotation and, thus, reduces compressor work
at a given revolutions-per-minute (RPM).1

NOMENCLATURE: 𝛼, Absolute flow angle in diffuser; 𝛽, Blade angle; 𝛾 , Heat capacity ratio; ε, Relative total pressure loss in the diffuser; 𝜑, IGV angle;
ρ, Density; Ω, Rotational speed; a, Speed of sound; h, Enthalpy; i, Index for stage through compressor; k, Rotation index; .m, Mass flow rate; p, Static
pressure; pt, Total pressure; ra, IGV nacelle radius; rb, IGV radius; rdiff, Diffuser radius; rh, Hub radius; rimp, Impeller radius; rm, Mean radius at stage;
rs, Shroud radius; s, Entropy; A, Cross-sectional area; C, Absolute velocity; CU,Component of C in direction of U; M, Mach number; T, Static temperature;
U, Tangential velocity; Vm, Meridional velocity; W, Relative velocity; WU, Component of W in direction of U.
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Unlike circumferential pumps, where the applications of IGVs has been limited due to the potential deterioration of
the cavitation performance,2,3 IGVs have been widely introduced to centrifugal compressor inlets4,5 as a means of varying
mass flow rate and pressure-ratio while maintaining a constant rotational speed, and of introducing preswirl into the flow
prior to the flow entering the compressor. Early experimental and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies4,6 showed
that introducing preswirl increases the efficiency at lower mass flow rates and improves the surge limit. More recent
studies have applied CFD simulations to investigate features such as performance,7,8 unsteady interactions between the
IGVs and the impellers,9,10 pressure fluctuations at large IGV angles,11 and the effect of IGV geometry.1,12 A review of
preswirl in from IGVs can be found in the work of Liu et al.13

Both experimental14-16 and numerical3,9,17-22 approaches have been used to study compressor flow, with and without
IGVs. Both can give valuable insight; however, both have their limitations. Experimental studies require extensive mea-
surement rigs, often with sophisticated and expensive measuring apparatus, and testing a range of designs can require
multiple test-components to be constructed. The flexibility of CFD, where designs can be changed at the click of a mouse,
is often considered to overcome some of the issues associated with experimental studies; however, the complexity of CFD
models requires long simulation times, due to the high-speed compressible nature of flow through a rotating compressor.
Increases in computational power are often applied to improve the resolution and accuracy of a CFD simulation, rather
than bringing down the simulation time, which is often measured in days. Thus, there is a need for a simplified tool,
which can be applied to give an understanding of the operation of a compressor in different operating conditions, which
takes into account the effects of IGV. This is realized on the 1D model presented here.

In this paper, we consider a 1D mean line analytic code, which provides a simple and fast method to predict performance
basics. In Section 2, the underlying theory and the numerical algorithm are described. Results for the model are considered
in Section 3, where the model is compared to a 3D CFD simulation in Ansys CFX, to evaluate the model assumptions and
the overall model performance. The results are discussed in Section 4 and the conclusions are presented in Section 5. The
operating conditions chosen for analysis are at, or close to, design operating conditions to minimize the possible effects
of choke and surge.

2 NUMERICAL MODEL

The geometry of the compressor is set out below in Figure 1 as well as the four stations where the fluid properties
will be considered. Before describing the details of the numerical model in Section 2.2, it is beneficial to consider the
thermodynamics and flow properties at the four stations.

FIGURE 1 Compressor geometry and
the 4 stages considered in the 1D model
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2.1 Thermodynamic and flow properties
Consider first the case where the angle of the vane, 𝜑, is zero and so no swirl is imposed on the flow and the initial
velocity is in the axial direction. Stage 1 is at the inlet vanes where the initial pressure and temperature are p1 and T1,
respectively. From tabulated thermodynamic properties of the fluid in the compressor, the enthalpy h1 and the entropy s1
can be found, the density is given by the equation of state 𝜌1 = p1/RT1. The mass flow rate, for a rotational angular velocity
of the compressor 𝛺, is given by

.m1 = .m01

(
Ω1

Ω0

)k

, (1)

where .m01 is the known mass flow rate for a rotational speed of 𝛺0 and k is the index.
At stage 2, neglecting any losses, we have p2 = p1, T2 = T1, s2 = s1, h2 = h1, .m2=

.m1, and 𝜌2 = 𝜌1. The magnitude of the
absolute velocity is determined from the mass flow rate as

C2 =
.m2

𝜌𝐴2
, (2)

and the magnitude of the tangential velocity is
U2 = Ω𝑟m2, (3)

where rm2 is the mean radius at stage 2.
Given that these two velocities are perpendicular, the magnitude of the velocity, relative to the rotating impeller, W2, is

given by

W2 =
√

U2
2 + C2

2. (4)

If p3 is the static pressure at stage 3 and we assume an isentropic process (s3 = s2), then the density 𝜌3, enthalpy h3,
temperature T3, and heat capacity ratio 𝛾3 can be determined from tabulated values The tangential velocity of the blades is

U3 = Ω𝑟imp, (5)

and the relative velocity, W3, can be found from

h3 − h2 = 1
2
(

U2
3 − U2

2
)
+ 1

2
(

W 2
2 − W 2

3
)
. (6)

From Figure 2, the meridional velocity Vm3 is given by

Vm3 = W3 sin 𝛽, (7)

where 𝛽 is the angle of the blade.

FIGURE 2 Details of the velocities at the tip of the impeller
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The mass flow rate at stage 3 is thus
.m3 = A3𝜌3Vm3, (8)

with continuity requiring .m3=
.m1.

Moreover, from Figure 2, we note that the tangential velocity U can be expressed as

U = CU + WU , (9)

where CU and WU are respectively the absolute values of the absolute velocity and the relative velocity projected onto the
tangential velocity, that is,

CU = C cos 𝛼,WU = W cos 𝛽. (10)

Thus, from Figure 2, we see that

𝛼 = tan−1
(

Vm

CU

)
= tan−1

(
Vm

U − WU

)
, (11)

and

C = Vm

sin 𝛼
. (12)

Applying this at station 3 gives an expression for C3. The Mach number at stage 3 is given by

Mi =
Ci

ai
, (13)

where

ai =
√
𝛾iTiR, (14)

with i = 3. The total pressure at stage 3 is

p𝑡𝑖 = pi

(
1 + 𝛾i − 1

2
Mi

2
) 𝛾i

𝛾i−1

, (15)

again with i = 3.
Moving to stage 4 at the diffuser outlet. If the static pressure here is p4, then, again, assuming an isentropic process with
s4 = s1, ρ4, γ4, and T4 can be found, whereas continuity gives .m4=

.m3 and we can assume that α4 = α3. Here,

Vm4 =
.m4

A4𝜌4
, (16)

and the absolute velocity is

C4 = Vm4

sin 𝛼4
. (17)

The total pressure at stage 4 is given through Equations (13)-(15) with i = 4.
Now, turning our attention to the case 𝜑 > 0. For small angles, we can assume that the flow does not stall and the flow

follows the blades such that swirl is introduced with a tangential component to the absolute velocity

CU1 (𝜑) = V1 sin𝜑. (18)

Then, at stage 2, applying a free vortex model, we get

CU2 (𝜑) =
r1

r2
CU1 (𝜑) . (19)

Assuming that p3 is independent of 𝜑 N23 and that the swirl is carried through the impellers, then the tangential velocity
vector, U, in Figure 2 must be offset by an amount CU2(𝜑) in the direction of blade tip motion, whereas 𝛽, which is the
impeller blade angle, must remain fixed. This is shown in Figure 3, where the 𝜑-dependent variables are shown as solid
lines and the 𝜑-independent velocities from Figure 2 are shown as dotted arrows. Note that the magnitude of CU2(𝜑) is
exaggerated in Figure 3 later to aid visualization.
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FIGURE 3 Impeller velocities for a vane angle 𝜑

From Figure 3, we see that
WU3 (𝜑) = WU3 (0) − CU2 (𝜑) , (20)

where WU3 is now a function of 𝜑 and WU3(0) is the value calculated using Equation (10) when 𝜑 = 0. Similarly,

CU3 (𝜑) = CU3 (0) + CU2 (𝜑) (21)

and

Vm3 (𝜑) = WU3 (𝜑) tan 𝛽. (22)

From these values of C3(𝜑) and 𝛼(𝜑), we can find

C3 (𝜑) =
√

V 2
m3 (𝜑) + C2

U3 (𝜑), (23)

where

𝛼 (𝜑) = tan−1
(

Vm3 (𝜑)
VU3 (𝜑)

)
. (24)

Now, the 𝜑-dependent total pressure pt3(𝜑) can be found from Equations (13)-(15) for i = 3 using the appropriate
𝜑-dependent variables.

For the 𝜑 > 0 case, the properties at the end of the diffuser, stage 4, satisfy the same equations as the 𝜑 = 0 case but
using the 𝜑-dependent terms V3m(𝜑), C3(𝜑), and 𝛼3(𝜑).

2.2 Numerical model
The description of the flow given in Section 2.1 requires the static pressures p3 and p4 to be known; however, these values
are unknown and must be determined. In both cases, this is performed using an iterative method to determine p3 such
that .m3=

.m2 and p4 such that the total pressure is either conserved, or reduced due to losses in the diffuser. The numerical
model was implemented in MATLAB and is outlined in the flow diagrams in Figure 4.

It predicts the output variables (pressures and velocities) at the outlet from the diffuser, stage 4, (as well as at the internal
stages) for a range of rotational speeds fringing from Ωmin to Ωmax for a range of vane angles from 0 to 𝜑max. The input
values are the geometrical variables shown in Figure 1, the initial pressure, p1, and the thermodynamic properties of the
working fluid. A further input is the mass flow rate at a fixed rotational speed Ω0, for use in Equation (1), where a value
of k = 0.7 was found to be appropriate.

In the flow chart, an initial guess at p3 is taken to be p2 and the mass flow rate .m3 is calculated. The guess value for
p3 is then incremented in steps of Δp3 until the correct value of .m3 (equal to .m1) is achieved. At each pressure incre-
ment, the thermodynamic properties are determined from REFPROF software.24 Good resolution was achieved by setting
Δp3 = p1/500; however, in practice, this leads to slow convergence. This was overcome by using an initial guess of

p1

(
Ω

Ωmin

)k

, (25)

and allowing larger increments based on the difference between .m1 and guess-based .m3. The details of this procedure
will depend on the specific details of the compressor being modeled and so are not included here.
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FIGURE 4 Flow chart for the analytical model

A similar iterative approach was adopted to find p4, where an initial guess was taken to be p3 and the incremental step,
Δp4, was taken to be p3/1000. The final value of p4 was obtained when the total pressure at the diffuser outlet, pt4 is equal
to εpt3, where ε represents the diffuser losses. The iteration was performed over the range of 𝜑 and Ω values.

3 RESULTS

To validate the use of the model described above, CFD simulations were performed for comparison. A brief summary of
the CFD model approach is included here, full details of the numerical approach, including model validation, are given in
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FIGURE 5 Computational fluid
dynamics mesh. A, Full mesh; B, Main blade
trailing edge; C, Splitter blade trailing edge

the work of Dewar et al.25 Simulations were performed using the commercial software package ANSYS CFX, version 17.1,
for an impeller with 7 full and splitter blades with a k-ω SST turbulence model. The computational domain was partitioned
into a stationary inlet, a rotating impeller, and a stationary vaneless diffuser, with frozen rotor interfaces applied between
the domains. To save computational resources, an impeller volume consisting of one full blade and one splitter blade was
simulated, along with the corresponding volumes in the inlet and diffuser, and periodic boundary conditions were applied
in the middle of the blade passages. The simulation mesh was made up of approximately 30 million elements, and the
mesh is shown in Figure 5.
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FIGURE 6 The planes used to find α in the diffuser

FIGURE 7 Variation in the angle α
through the diffuser region

An initial pressure of 259 kPa and initial temperature of 283 K were applied at the inlet. Simulations were run at the
design speed of 12 000 RPM as well as at 13 000 and 14 000 RPM at a design speed mass flow rate of .m1 = 2.3 kg/s.

The CFD simulations were performed on the Sciama High Performance Compute (HPC) cluster at the University of
Portsmouth, where a typical run-time was 2 to 3 hours when running on 256 nodes. In contrast, the 1D model ran in
under a minute on a standard laptop.

Before comparing the 1D analytical model to the 3D CFD simulation, it is interesting to investigate the main assumption
used in the analytical model that the angle α is assumed to be constant through the diffuser with α4 = α3. To investigate
this, the angle was found on a series of planes through the diffuser, as shown in Figure 6.

The values of α on each of the surfaces is shown in Figure 7, which shows the angle remaining approximately con-
stant between 24◦ and 26.5◦. This validates the assumption in the model and also compares well with the value from the
analytical model, which was 24.1◦.

A comparison of the CFX and analytical results are shown in Figures 8 and 9 for the case 𝜀 = 1.
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FIGURE 8 Comparison of
the diffuser outlet pressure
computed by the 1D analytical
model the 3D CFX simulation
for increasing vane angles 𝜑

FIGURE 9 Comparison of
the diffuser outlet temperature
computed by the 1D analytical
model the 3D CFX simulation
for increasing vane angles 𝜑

The results show a strong similarity between the two sets of results in terms of the variation trend of both the output
diffuser temperature and pressure with respect to variations in both the rotational speed and the IGV angle. There is also
reasonable agreement in terms of the calculated pressures and velocities; however, the analytical model is seen to over
predict the output pressure and temperature. The effect of this is that the pressure ratio (p4/p1) is overestimated in the
analytical model by between 4% and 8%; and the temperature gain (T4-T1) is overestimated by between 4% and 15% for the
range of parameters considered here. Although this gives a reasonable estimate of the output pressure and temperature
from the diffuser, the overestimate is thought to be associated with the assumption of no pressure losses in the diffuser.
The analytical model was rerun with a typical 5% diffuser loss by setting 𝜀 = 0.95. This is shown in Figure 10 for the
diffuser outlet pressure.

The results in Figure 10 suggest that incorporating the diffuser losses into the model accounts for most of the differences
observed in Figure 8, with the percentage difference in the pressure ratio reduced to no more than 2%.
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FIGURE 10 Diffuser outlet
pressure from the 1D analytical
model with a 5% diffuser loss

4 DISCUSSION

While 3D CFD simulations of a centrifugal compressor will always provide a more detailed description of a compressor
performance and enable features such boundary layer development19 to be investigated, there are many practical applica-
tions where a detailed knowledge of the flow through the compressor is not required and this level of detail, along with a
small level of accuracy, can be sacrificed for a rapid and robust prediction model like the one presented here. For example,
in air-conditioning applications, load requirements can change with the number of people and/or mechanical devices
in the conditioned space, as well as changes to the outdoor temperature. In such cases, the 1D model provides a quick
and relatively accurate method to determine the effect of changing the IGV angle and/or rotational speed and, hence,
determine the appropriate approach to provide the required compressor performance in the most efficient manner.

Here, the model had been limited to relatively low IGV angles, where flow separation is not expected to occur. At
larger angles, flow separation and associated eddies will affect the flow entering the impeller region and will invalidate
the assumption of Equation (19). In such cases, the 1D model will not give such an accurate approximation of the outlet
parameters; however, the separated flow will affect the performance of the compressor and high IGV angles will not
produce optimal operating conditions.

Clearly, the performance of a centrifugal compressor depends on details of the impeller geometry, which are not
included in the 1D model presented here, such as the curvature of the impeller blades. For this reason, one of the model
inputs is the mass flow rate .m0, at a single, known rotational speed Ω0 in the absence of IGVs. This makes the model
more flexible since it opens up its application to a wide range of centrifugal compressor designs and applications; how-
ever, it does require this additional input. In practice, the details can be found from knowledge of an existing system, or
manufacturer's data, or even a single CFD simulation. Even if precise data is not available, the model will still give a good
representation of the relative effects on the compressor performance of altering the rotational speed and the IGV angle.

Introducing a 5% total pressure drop23 at the diffuser outlet was shown in Figure 10 to align the 1D model to the CFD
simulations within a couple of percent. The nature of such losses is complex and will depend on a number of parameters
including the swirl velocity, the rotational speed, the impeller geometry, and the geometry of the diffuser itself. A uniform
value of 5% may not be suitable in all cases and will not guarantee a 2% accuracy in the model output. Despite this, the
results in Figures 8 and 9 indicate that, even without considering any losses, the 1D model perfumes well; introducing
an approximation for the total pressure losses, despite some limitations on using a fixed percentage value, will only act to
improve the accuracy of the model.

An important consideration is the range of conditions over which the model can be applied. The aim of the model
is to provide a quick, but relatively accurate, method for determining how the compressor reacts to changes in the
rotation speed and/or the IGV angle; rather than examining the effect of geometry change, which requires a full CFD
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simulations.19,26 As discussed earlier, features such as the specific geometry of the impeller blades (other than the radial
sizes) and unsteady features such as vortex fluctuations are not considered but are captured in the input .m01 for the specific
compressor being considered. Since the specifics of any particular compressor is incorporated in this way, it is anticipated
that the model will be applicable over a large range of both compressor designs and operating conditions; however, its
use will be limited if the operating conditions are varied to such an extent that the compressor enters surge or choke. The
impeller blades and angles are assumed to be such that they do not cause any dynamics such as severe flow separation.
In the CFD model, the leading edges are modeled to be ellipses of 2:1 ratio.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A 1D in-line analytical model has been presented for a centrifugal compressor with variable rotational velocity and IGV
angles. The model has been implemented in MATLAB and the output compared to 3D CFX simulations. The CFX simu-
lations were used to validate the key assumption in the 1D model and to assess the validity of the 1D model. The model
assumptions were found to be valid and the output from the compressor was found to be in good agreement with the
CFD results, particularly when diffuser losses were taken into account. The 1D model provides a useful tool for under-
standing role of the inlet guide vanes and the rotational velocity on the performance of the compressor. It is envisaged
that the model will aid operators in determining the best operating conditions to enable centrifugal compressors to be run
at their optimal performance in differing scenarios, thus reducing both the running costs of the compressors and their
environmental impact.
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